
This ... collection has grown from my conviction that it 
is a miracle that native peoples, who roamed this often 
inhospitable land, and the wave after wave of newcomers 
who lui .une Canadians through difficult years ot settle
ment, not only survived, but survived with a very con
siderable margin of creative verve.... With any new ma
terial that came to hand, and with any skill that could be 
mastered, fabrics were created that reached beyond the 
simple need for warmth to satisfy the equally human 
need for something nice to feel and lovely to look at, lift
ing the practical skills of textile making to a simple but 
satisfyingly comfortable art. 

Anita Rush 

"Newfoundland Outport Furniture," Newfoundland 
Museum. Curator and designer: Walter W . Peddle. 
Newfoundland Museum, St. John's , June-October 1981. 
Brochure. 

The Newfoundland Museum has recently begun to 
experiment with a number of innovative concepts and 
approaches in presenting various aspects of Newfound
land's history and culture. Its current exhibit of handmade 
furniture from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
designed by Walter W . Peddle, education officer and as
sociate curator of material history, presents the furniture's 
cultural importance from two points of view - its current 
role in Newfoundland outport homes and its potential use 
as a source of insight into the mental and material worlds 
of irs makers. ' Equipped with firsthand knowledge of 
local attitudes towards handmade furniture, he has en
deavoured ro present new ideas and perspecrives on it in 
ways which will be meaningful to local visitors. 

Fig. 1. Kitchen interior, showing early twent ieth-centun set
tle and newly modernized table (height 77 cm, width 
169.5 cm, depth 60 cm), both from Keels, Bonavista 
Bay. Private collection. (Photo by the author.) 

Fig. 2. Life-size replica of a household shed, containing several 
pieces of handmade furniture in storage. (Photo by the 
author.) 

Fig. 3. Left, early twentieth-century chair (height S 
width 40.5 cm, depth 40 cm) from Garnish, Burin 
Peninsula. Collection: Newfoundland Museum, tin-
catalogued. Right, Sheraton-style chair (height 86 
cm, width 52 cm, depth l l cm) from Cupids, 
Bonavista Bay, ca. 1840. Private collection. (Photo by 
the author. ) 

To this end he has arranged the furniture in both con
textual and abstracted settings within a single exhibit 
hall. A house interior and shed modelled closely upon 
those currently found in Keels, Bonavista Bay (where 
several of the pieces on display were made), provide a view 
of the furniture's "narural habitat." Here one can see its re
lationship to manufactured furnishings of various rypes 
and ages; to room sizes, shapes, and uses; and to the pil
lows, pictures, afghans, and knick-knacks that are part of 
its aesthetic and functional identity today (figs. 1 and 2). 
A central platform in the exhibit hall displays bureaux, 
chests of drawers, and chairs from several parts of the pro
vince, accompanied by text explaining the regional, indi
vidual, and internarional trairs that have influenced the 
construction and decoration of each piece (fig. 3). Along 
the wall opposite the house interior, a handmade lathe is 



Fig. 4. Birch headboard and store sign made by Kenneth 
Monks, King's Cove, Bonavista Bay, ca. 1896. The 
photograph next to the headboard shows the archway 
of St. Paul's Church. Trinity, Trinity Bay, which was 
built and lettered by Monks. The wooden lettering, 
which he cut with his handmade lathe in the same style 
as that on the store sign, reads, "How amiable are Thy 
tabernacles, O Lord of Hosts." Note the use of archway 
and quatreloil window shapes surrounding the religi
ous print set into the headboard. Headboard (heighl 
184.5 u n , width 120 Cm); collection: Newfoundland 

Museum, uncatalogued. Store sign; private collection. 
I Photo by the author . ) 

displayed along with several articles turned upon it, 
demonstrating the individual style to be seen in the work 
ot particular craftsmen. With neither the training nor the 
tools and materials of the cabinet-maker, Newfoundlan
ders drew upon the versatile skills of boat building and 
house catpentry to bring considerable imagination and 
creativity to both methods and design (tig. I). The exhibit 
is completed in its contextual dimension by a series of 
colour photographs of the community and residents of 
Keels and in its abstracted dimension by a display of the 
local woods used in furniture construction. The primary, 
unifying message of the exhibit text is in boldface: its in
tention is "to demonstrate to rural Newfoundlanders the 
importance of their handmade furnishings, and encourage 
them to preserve for present and future generations the 
remnants ot a once rich material heritage." 

Both the aims and the approaches of the exhibit are 
extraordinary. Normally museums present domestic in
teriors which are distanced from the audience either in 
Space or in time; here the local present is on display for 
local people. This characteristic, along with the current-
status of Newfoundland furniture as an artifactual en
dangered species, links the exhibit closely with the con
cerns of preservationists of all kinds of vanishing life, from 
coyotes to Native American cultures to old houses. In the 
context of the approaches taken by such preservationists, 
rhe display of the local presenr is hardly unusual; it is pre

cisely this which must be brought to public attention it 
the species in question is to survive. In the contexi ot tin 
niture exhibitions, however, it has seldom been tried 
before, and the crucial question is, Does it work? 

Local response to the exhibit, ami particularly to the 
house intetior, is complex and difficult to read. Many visi
tors comment to one another, "Yes, that's rhe way they 
looked," or, "I grew up in a house like this une." Parents 
point out and explain items to their children, detailing 
theit use "in the old days." Many seem contused by the 
plastic radio sitting on the early nineteenth-century 
sideboard or the copy oiChatelaini that lies on a mahogany 
end table in the parlour. Visirors from Sr. John's, where 
the museum is located, seem especially unsure whether to 
view the exhibit as the rural presenr or the cultural past. 
and visitots from "town" and rhe outports alike frequently 
appear to be expetiencing both pride and embarrassement 
as they view the creative handiwork of thirty to a hundred 
years ago. Canned milk and tea mugs sit on die kitchen 
table; a string of dried squid and socks is hung above the 
combined wood and oil stove; traditional accordion music 
plays softly and seems to come from the radio. Complex 
emotions play over the faces of visitors. The squid draw 
smiles and wrinkled noses; the realistically cluttered table 
btings puzzled looks from adults and children ask if the 
museum staff has been earing m the exhibit? Text has been 
held to a minimum to preserve the realism of the home. 
and plastic statuettes, commercial lamps and tables, a 
crocheted afghan, and family photographs seem to leave 
visitors uncerrain of what items, out of all this sensory 
richness, they are meant to notice (fig. °i). 

Newfoundland as a whole has by no means overcome us 
ambivalence towards the period during which the surviv-
irtg furniture was made, and this ambivalence has led to 
the destruction and sale of hundreds ot handmade items. 

Fig. S. Kitchen setting. "Smiling Prince" stove, twentieth 
century, made in Newfoundland, with squid .nul soeks 
drying above. Collection: Newfoundland Museum, 
uncatalogued. (Photo by the author.) 



That time in its history was one of economic difficulty for 
many households and furniture was made out of necessity, 
not choice; commercial furnishings were bought with a 
sense of celebration in many cases, and the throwing of the 
spinning-wheel or the old dishes over the cliff was a ges
ture of liberation from poverty. Many people are still sen
sitive about Newfoundland's image in the eyes of main
land Canadians, feeling that the province is considered 
poor, old-fashioned, and isolated. Similar sensitivities are 
often present between residents of St. John's and the out-
ports. Despite the rapid growth of several other com
munities, the dispersion of signs of modern urbanity (such 
as shopping malls) throughout the province, and a rise in 
mobility which amounts to a cultural revolution, the St. 
John's "townie" is still for many the embodiment of 
modernity, and the rural "bayman" the embodiment of 
traditional life.2 It is no wonder that visitors are uncertain 
whether to think of the furniture as part of the cultural 
past or of the rural present; for some it may be too soon 
emotionally to accept traditional furniture as part of a 
unified, present-tense, cultural identity. Unfortunately, 
with a possible oil boom in its imminent future and main
land furniture buyers still gleaning in its outports, 
Newfoundland cannot postpone an interest in its heritage 
until ambivalence has given way to nostalgia. 

If the exhibit were on display in Ottawa rather than St. 
John's it would undoubtedly be acclaimed for its creative 
insights. Here in Newfoundland, though confusing to 
people who expect to see either the past or the foreign in 
museums, it will probably receive less verbal acclaim and 
accomplish more practical good. Here it is seen by people 
who may still own similar furniture and are thus in a posi
tion to affect its survival. 

The museum could have attempted to idealize the 
house interior by placing fresh flowers, instead of plain 
mugs and tinned milk, on the kitchen table, or by setting 
the furniture off against the gracious background of a 
wealthy urban home, as might a designer trying to 
popularize a "country" style of furniture. It could have re
placed the smell of dried squid with that of fresh bread and 
remained just as true to the present realities of Newfound
land outport interiors. It chose instead to leave the chrome 
edging and masonite top on the handmade pine table, put 
a container of commercial cleansing powder on the 
nineteenth-century wash-stand, and let visitors respond as 
they will. Whether they will respond by sending the 
picker away empty-handed and keeping their handmade 
furniture to give to their children, only time will tell. 

As historian George Ewart Evans pointed out, 

it may be axiomatic, that the historian has to learn 
how different the past is from the present, but it is 
also equally clear that to establish particular differ
ences he has to have a fair appreciation of the shape 
of things in his chosen field as they exist and act 

upon one another today. The present thetefore is 
one of the keys to the past ... because he can learn 
from the ptesent the questions to ask of the past.. . 
and ... he can then begin to fix the past - as yet only 
provisionally - in his own imagination. 

It is to be hoped that Newfoundlanders who see the 
exhibit will be able to use its reflections of past crearions in 
current settings to work with their own sense of heritage — 
to fill in gaps in children's understanding of Newfound
land's history, perhaps to lend a little balance to some 
younger adults' conviction that any creation invented out 
of necessity rather than leisure cannot be "art," or to in
crease the pride of individuals and families whose homes 
resemble that displayed in the exhibit. In truth, the fur
niture — in context and abstracted — represents both the 
cultural past and the rural present, and can serve to illumi
nate both according to the needs and tastes of the observer. 

N O T E S 

Special thanks are due to Walter W. Peddle for his gracious assistance 
in the preparation of this review. 
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